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WATERSCHOOL – GARDEN OF DELIGHT 
An experimental catalyst for a new future live-work environment 

WATERSCHOOL unites over 25 designers, architects and artists in an experimental 
Garden of Delight. WATERSCHOOL exhibits site-based research on how to 
sustainably (re)develop harbour cities. 

Through showcasing over 25 designers, architects and artists, the Garden of Delight 
contributes to a sustainable, circular and regenerative learning environment in order to meet 
our looming ecological challenges. WATERSCHOOL will be exhibiting at Milan Design Week 
and Fuorisalone at Alcova from June 5-12, 2022.  

WATERSCHOOL’s goal is to raise awareness of our huge water footprint. Water use 
becomes a leverage point for a collaborative exploration of a learning-by-doing approach to 
the production landscape. Living and working blend, all while being designed around the 
prospective use of water and our resources. WATERSCHOOL operates as a test site and as 
an experimental catalyst for sustainable area (re)development, meanwhile gathering and 
distributing knowledge. 

WATERSCHOOL – Garden of Delight | image by Aad Hoogendoorn 



WATERSCHOOL: setting examples through design thinking 

WATERSCHOOL investigates how a range of resources contributes to building a sustainable 
and circular learning environment, in order to meet the water challenge and also ensuring an 
optimised ecological footprint. WATERSCHOOL presents a scenario in which a city’s 
residents live and work around a sustainable use of raw materials and resources, allowing for 
the just interaction between all organisms, communities, and their environment. 

Starting from the basic needs of a human body, such as nutrition and water, these 
sustainable resources contribute to a new diet by suggesting the use of alternative and less 
water-intensive protein sources, and thus a minimised water footprint. And when expanded 
to dwelling, living, and working, and to energy and water consumption, they also generate 
new sustainable building materials and energy supplies, while suggesting new types of 
architecture and cultures of living.  

WATERSCHOOL promotes dialogue and proposes a different, post-fossil, bio-based future 
with water as a starting point. The Garden of Delight shows alternative production 
landscapes and presents a cultural framework with the work of designers, architects and 
artists. 
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Showcasing a blossoming trend 

The projects showcased at WATERSCHOOL have all been individually and independently 
developed by designers, architects and artists. They improve on a blossoming trend that 
already exists and influence our lives on a daily basis. By merely existing they prove that it ís 
possible to affect a transition and that one can actually develop a new culture of our daily life, 
even when started on a small scale. WATERSCHOOL wants to contextualise these projects 
within a larger scale in order to set an example for cities by giving the artists an important 
influential voice for our future developments. 

WATERSCHOOL participants:  
Aliki van der Kruijs & Jos Klarenbeek  Maidie van den Bos | Forêt Atelier 
Ance Janevica  Max Latour & Pierre Oskam 
Arvid & Marie  Paolo Patelli, Giulio Squillacciotti 
Bart Hess & Govert Flint   & Giuditta Vendrame 
Basse Stittgen  Philipp Kolmann, Suzanne Bernhardt 
Emma van der Leest & Radboud University, NL   & Liza Witte 
Flip the City  Roberta Di Cosmo & Matilde Patuelli 
Frank Bruggeman Studio Klarenbeek en Dros 
Gijs Schalkx  Studio Makkink & Bey 
Helmut Smits  Studio Ossidiana 
Lab AIR Tamara Orjola 
Livin Farms  

Tamara Orjola (Forest Wool)    Basse Stittgen (Blood related)   Philipp Kolmann (Architecture for microbes)

Lab Air (Smogware + Taste the air) Forêt Atelier | Maidie van den Bos Frank Bruggeman Bart Hess & Govert flint 
(Estuarium van Wantij en Weerzien) (Everywhere tool (Motion-Studies | Sweat - 

Trolley) Stripes, Dots)  

Overview of all exhibitors: WATERSCHOOL website.

https://smb-waterschool.nl/en/library/milan-2022#lib


Why water? 

In these times of climate crisis, cities must face acute challenges such as subsidence, water 
safety, extreme precipitation, heat, and drought. Water represents the most challenging and 
complex risk that mankind faces. Over 80% of all climate change emergencies and disasters 
are water related: floods and drought, pollution, water conflicts, rapid urbanisation, a growing 
demand for food and energy, migration and climate change. It is precisely the omnipresence 
of the water challenge that also gives us the opportunity to use water as a leverage point for 
truly comprehensive change, thus giving us the ability to actualise transformative projects. 

About Alcova Milan 

Alcova is a platform for independent design developed by Valentina Ciuffi (founder of Studio 
Vedèt) and Joseph Grima (founder of Space Caviar). Currently operating as an itinerant 
network of exhibition spaces across multiple sites in and around Milan, it activates forgotten 
locations of historical significance, temporarily recasting them as venues for exhibitions, 
installations and performances. 

In 2022, Alcova will bring back to life its beautiful Inganni location where design merges with 
nature, expanding its research for places even further and opening the doors of a new 
section never before accessible to the public. The exhibitions presented will alternate works 
from established international figures with a selection of emerging talents, exploring new and 
exciting developments in the fields of technology, materials, sustainable production, social 
practice and many other branches of design. 



About Studio Makkink & Bey 

WATERSCHOOL is the self-initiated design research project of Studio Makkink & Bey 
Rotterdam that looks into the possibilities of founding a holistic school revolving around water 
as an essential material, subject, social, economic and political phenomenon. Education and 
curriculum are entirely rethought. WATERSCHOOL is displayed through exhibitions, all the 
while building a curriculum for the topics to be taught (education) and eventually constructing 
the distinct necessary spaces (architecture).  

Studio Makkink & Bey is an internationally known design agency, located in a harbour & 
maker's district in Rotterdam. With design as an overarching discipline, they approach issues 
from an educational and design research perspective. The ideas of the studio are expressed 
in projects in public space, exhibition design, architecture, product development and interior 
and product design. 

This diversity in implementation areas reflects their vision that everything is inextricably 
linked. Contextual elements within an assignment are rearranged, zooming in and out on the 
scale of a product, space, building, a landscape or a social work environment, with a strong 
emphasis on the process. 

Studio Makkink & Bey is led by designer-architect Rianne Makkink and designer Jurgen Bey. 
Supported by a design team, they have been operating their design practice since 2002. 

WATERSCHOOL is based in Rotterdam harbour – illustration by Studio Makkink & Bey 



Practical information 

from 11 am to 7 pm (June 9, from 11 am to 4 pm) 
press tour June 5, 2022 9 am – 12 am 
free admission 

Location 
Alcova, Inganni location 
Via Simone Saint Bon 1, 20147, Milano 
space code: J1 + A11 + A12 
Metro Inganni M1 

Curated and produced by team Studio Makkink & Bey 

Thank you 
Stichting Droom en Daad, Creative industries fund NL, Program office M4H Rotterdam, 
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, City of Rotterdam, International Architecture 
Biennale Rotterdam (IABR) 

Note for editors 

Image credits 

When using pictures / illustrations please mention Studio Makkink & Bey and name of the 
photographer as mentioned in the filename of the image. 

More information 

Further information or other high resolution images, contact us at +31 (0)10 425 87 92 or 
pr@studiomakkinkbey.nl.  

Download the full press kit here. 
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